You work hard, so you deserve a bank account that works easy. That’s why we created Simply Right® Checking, an account that lets you waive the Monthly Fee just by making one transaction a month. Plus, you get to enjoy a $100 bonus when you open and use your new account.¹

Open a new account today, and you’re on your way to a $100 bonus¹ with this exclusive Santander At Work offer.

Features that fit your life.
Start enjoying benefits that work for you. Then get your $100 bonus.

**A $100 Bonus just for you**
Open a Simply Right® Checking account today.
Offer ends on June 30, 2017.
See reverse side for bonus details.

**Four Easy Ways to Waive the Monthly Fee**
Simply make one deposit, withdrawal, transfer, or payment—that posts to your account during the calendar month—to waive the Monthly Fee.²

**No Minimum Balance**
Enjoy no minimum balance requirements to waive the Monthly Fee.²

**Convenient Locations**
Access more than 675 Santander branches and more than 2,000 ATMs across the Northeast, including ATMs in nearly every CVS/pharmacy®. Plus, benefit from convenient mobile tools and alerts to manage your account at home or on the go.

**Friendly Service**
Our Personal Banking Representatives are here when you need them, and can even help you switch from another bank.

And if Simply Right® Checking isn’t for you, we invite you to learn about our other great checking options that come with a $100 bonus.¹

See reverse side to see how to get your $100 bonus.

Santander®
Get $100 when you open and use a new Simply Right® Checking account today!

How to get your bonus:

1. Open a Simply Right® Checking or other eligible checking account today with your Santander At Work representative, online, or at a branch.

   Important: Keep this flyer on hand so the promo code can be entered when you open your account.

2. Have direct deposits of $500 or more post to your account in the first 90 days.¹

3. Once you meet these conditions and your account has been open for 90 days, your $100 bonus will be paid within 30 days.¹

¹ Get $100 when you open a new Simply Right® Checking (≥$25 minimum opening deposit), Santander® Basic Checking (≥$25 minimum opening deposit), or Santander® Premier Plus Checking (≥$50 minimum opening deposit) account between 4/1/17 and 6/30/17, and have direct deposits totaling ≥$500 or more post to this account within the first 90 days of account opening. Your Promotion Code number must be entered at new account opening to be eligible for this offer. Offer only available to those receiving this flyer and cannot be combined with any other bonus offers. You must be 18 years or older. Offer is not available if any account owner is a current deposit customer of Santander or had a Santander deposit account in the last 12 months prior to account opening. If multiple accounts are opened with the same signer, only one account will be eligible for the bonus. The account must have a positive balance at the time of bonus payment and needs to be open for at least 90 days in an eligible account type. The payment of bonus will occur within 30 days thereafter. The bonus is considered interest and will be reported to the IRS on Form 1099-INT. Rates may change at any time and after the account is opened. Fees may reduce earnings. Direct deposits include deposits made by your employer, or a federal or state government agency or retirement benefits administrator, and, generally, payments made by corporations or other organizations. It does not include deposits to your account that are made by an individual using online banking or an internet payment provider such as PayPal. Offer is only available to residents of: NH, MA, RI, CT, DE, NY, NJ, or PA. Offer is subject to change at any time.

² $10 Monthly Fee is waived when you make any financial transaction that posts during the calendar month. Includes deposits, withdrawals, transfers, or payments. Excludes fees, rebates, or adjustments posted by Santander.
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Sign up today. Offer ends June 30, 2017.

1.877.476.8562  santanderbank.com